
What is the K Economy?

Friday, October 30, 2020

To All Financial Journey Partners Clients, 

Election day will finally be here next Tuesday. Major questions that remain
are who will be our next President and which party will have the majority in
the Senate. Another question is how long it will take us to know the results
of the election. Will we know the winners on November 4, a few days later
or a few weeks later? Periods of uncertainty can sometimes cause
volatility in the stock market so we are keeping a close eye to see if
opportunities arise.

Since the market and economy bottomed earlier in the year, we have
been tracking the progress of the economic rebound. Analysts and the
media have asked whether the rebound in the economy will be the shape
of a V, U, W or something else. The data we’re seeing is that the rebound
may look more like a K, meaning parts of the economy are improving,
while others are struggling. This week we will take a look at the recovery to
see if we may be seeing a K-shaped economic recovery.

The topics in this week’s newsletter include:

If you have not already done so, we encourage you to vote.
Are we having a K-shaped recovery?
The excitement builds for our Annual Client Appreciation Event next
week.
Don’t forget you gain an hour on Sunday, November 1, as Daylight
Savings Time ends.

Time to Vote on or Before November 3!

We know many of you have already voted and if you haven’t, we hope
you will do so as early as possible and deliver your ballot to a drop box or
voting center. In California, you can start voting in person on Saturday in
several locations in our Santa Clara County! Here are some tools for
California voters:

Drop Box Locations – Make sure you sign and date your ballot and
deposit it in an official drop box! It must be placed before 8 PM on
November 3. All boxes are locked immediately at that time.
Vote in Person – Enter your address for the voting centers and
polling place near your location. You can vote in person at any voting
center. Some are open starting Saturday, October 31, for early

voting. All are open on November 3rd, and polls close at 8 PM.
Missing Ballot or Need to Register? You still can register but you
need to do it in person. Visit the Registrar of Voters in your county.
Where’s my Ballot? – You can find out by signing up for this service
to alert you when your ballot is received and counted.
Information on Candidates and Measures – We covered the
measures in our webinar. You can still download the slides from the
presentation or listen to recorded information on the ballot measures.
California voters can find comprehensive election information
at votersedge.org and voters outside of California can use
vote411.org.

What Happens to My Ballot?

Wonder what happens to your ballot after you deposit it in the mail or drop
box? Click here for a fun and informative video at the trip your ballot takes
after you put it in the mail.

View Video

Third Quarter 2020 GDP (Advance Estimate)

Real gross domestic product (GDP) increased at an annual rate of 33.1%
in the third quarter of 2020, according to the advance estimate released
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. In the second quarter, real GDP

decreased by 31.4%.1

Q3 GDP showed a strong rebound after the sharp drop in Q2, caused by
business closures due to the pandemic.

But not all parts of the economy are recovering at the same rate. Some
parts have rebounded strongly and some have not, which leads to the
question: are we having a K-shaped recovery?  In the next section we will
discuss in more detail what a K-shaped recovery looks like.
   

Are we Having a K-shaped Recovery?

An economic recovery that is K-shaped, means that part of the economy
is improving and getting better, while other parts of the economy are
struggling and may even be getting weaker.

The graph below shows the K-shaped recovery when we look at

unemployment2. There is an unequal trajectory where higher-wage
workers have returned to work at a much greater rate than lower-wage. As
of August, data shows the unemployment rate of those making $16/hour
was still increasing while higher-wage workers recovered significantly
more.

Jobs requiring face-to-face personal interaction, consumer travel or larger
groups also represent sectors of the economy with higher unemployment
rates and result in an unequal economic recovery.

Let’s discuss some of the trends that are driving the divide in the recovery
listed above.

Strong or Improving

When offices and schools were closed this year pushing workers and
school children to stay at home, there was a strong demand to purchase
personal computers and tablets. Demand on the internet surged rapidly as
workers and students were sent home in March. This created a huge need
to improve the speed, bandwidth and infrastructure for the internet.

Demand for many cloud computing companies increased. In the past few
years, more and more consumers were moving to purchasing goods
online and the pandemic has accelerated this trend. We think this is a
trend that will continue in the future, so we recently added a fund in client
accounts with companies in the online purchasing and electronic
purchasing segments.

When companies transitioned to work from home, we saw several trends
emerge. First, people spending lots of time at home decided to fix up their
home and home improvement companies benefitted. Also, some
companies told employees they could work from home indefinitely. This
caused some people to migrate out of big cities and home sales in smaller
towns increased while very low home mortgage rates also helped make
payments lower for new home buyers.

We have also seen companies in the clean energy business doing well.
Could this be anticipation of Joe Biden winning the election and
implementing his clean energy policies?  Or is this the continuation of a
trend towards cleaner energy that has been increasing the past few
years?

Weak or Declining

Many small businesses have struggled this year due to business limitations
implemented to reduce the virus spread during this pandemic. This has
caused banks to put aside considerable assets in reserves for potential
loan losses.

Significant layoffs have occurred by companies in the travel and leisure
industries. These include businesses in the industries of airlines, cruise
lines, hotels, live entertainment, theme parks, sporting events and business
conventions, plus all the businesses that support these industries.

The decline in all forms of travel this year have resulted in a significant
decline in oil usage. While it is nice to see lower prices at the gas pumps,
it has been difficult on the oil industry.
  

Putting It All Together

When designing portfolios for clients, technology has been an important
component for the past 6 months. While we think the role of technology
companies will remain strong as we work through this pandemic, we are
also looking for the trends that will emerge going forward. We think online
shopping and commerce will emerge strong out of this pandemic, causing
us to add a fund for clients from this industry. As the economy reopens
over the next year, we will look for more opportunities.

 
Our Virtual Client Appreciation Event is Next Week!

Will you be joining us for our Virtual Client Appreciation Event next
week on Thursday evening, November 5?

Don’t miss the fun we have planned with entertainer Jim Meskimen to
entertain us with his impressions and unique perspective! Now is a great
time to register!

 We hope you can take a break and give us the opportunity to share some
fun with you. We will also award our photo contest winners!

Register Today!

Thank you again to those of you who have already donated to our Feeding
America fundraiser. We’ll check in on our progress during the Client
Appreciation Event.

These are challenging times for so many families and as the Thanksgiving
holiday approaches, we are reminded of how privileged we are while
others go hungry. Feeding America helps food banks all over the US to
reach those in need. Please consider giving any little bit you can and FJP
will match donations, dollar for dollar, up to $2020. Thank you for your
generosity.

Thank you for your donation

Where Do We Go from Here?

San Francisco is the first Bay Area County to move into the Yellow Tier of
reopening. That allows companies to bring 25% of their workers back into

the office and some companies are starting to do that.3 If the cases in
San Francisco remain stable, they will be allowed to have more workers
return to the offices in about one month.

We are always looking for opportunities to help our clients. Mortgage rates
are at near record low levels. If you have a mortgage over 4%, we
recommend you contact your mortgage lender of choice to see if they
can help you get a mortgage of 3% or less. Let us know if you’d like to talk
about options.

Saturday is Halloween. Like most things, it will likely be a little different this
year. We hope you find a way to enjoy the holiday safely. Arielle said she
will have family members at each of the doors around her home so her
kids can circle their house and trick-or-treat safely.

On Sunday you will also get one extra hour of sleep as we “fall back” and
gain an hour. There have been many jokes about not needing one more
hour of the pandemic. We think we are always fortunate for the time we
have. We suggest you spend the hour wisely to visit with an old friend by
phone, try a new recipe, walk a new route in your neighborhood or even
take your ballot to a voting center! You could also watch a scary movie!
Hope it is Spooktacular!

If there is anything we can do to help you, please give us a call.

Elaine, Scott and Linda

_______________________
 

COVID-19 Resource Page – This page has lots of great resources
available for many areas related to the Coronavirus, including where you
can get free COVID-19 testing in Santa Clara county, stats, government
programs, and the latest information on what businesses are open and
closed.
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